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Macerata. ltaly. 08/01/2020
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

AUTHORIZATION LETTER
WHEREAS
FAGGIOLATI PUMPS SPA
Z. IND. SFORZACOSTA
62100 MACERATA (MC)
ITALY

Who is established and reputable manufacturer of Submersible electric pumps and mixers
having its production in Macerata (MC) ITALY, do hereby declares that:

Vector 7 Ltd.
Raiymbek ave.49612, office 302
050031 Almaty, Kazakhstan

ls authorized Company to advertise, promote, sell the products manufactured and
described in the "General Catalogue 2019/2020".
lnterpumps Ltd is also authorizedto submit in tenders all overthe Country, but it is not
authorizeà to sign any contract or to take any final decision on behalf of or to the account
of the FAGGIOLATI PUMPS SPA.
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Notes integral Part of this letter:

This Letter has the validity of 12 months from its issuing date, and it is not

automatically renewable, its expiry is fixed on 0810112021;
This Authorization Letter is governed by the ltalian Law and in case of disputes they
will be setled only and eiclusively at Macerata Court and carried on in ltalian
Language;
Faggiotàti Pumps SpA, reserves the right to withdraw from this agreement in any
moment and for any reason;
Commercial and Sales terms and conditions that will regulate the sales between
Faggiolati Pumps SpA and Vector 7 Ltd.;
will be the ones stated and indicated in Faggiolati's purchase orders's
acknowledges, that shall be signed and stamped where in{€j&§$L*6fu0l$s
,,,
placement from side of the Buyer i.e. Vector 7
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Best Regards

Vector 7
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FAGGIOLATI PUMPS SPA

Ltd

president "

,Mr:Glovanni Fagliolati
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t .lnd. Sfozocosto - 62100 Mocerolo ITALY - Tel. (+39) 0733.205.601
hltp:/i
www.foggiolotipumps.com
lnternet:
E-moil: foggiotolipumps@foggiolotipumps.com
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